Purpose: Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) is a precursor of invasive ductal breast carcinoma (IDC). This study aimed to use pharamcokinetic dynamic contrastenhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) and intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted imaging (IVIM-DWI) for the early diagnosis of DCIS. Conclusion: DCE-MRI and IVIM-DWI could make for the early diagnosis of DCIS, and reduce the misdiagnosis of DCIS and over-treatment of benign lesions.
| INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer, the most common female cancer, is highly heterogeneous and is probably caused by numerous changes in the genome of specific cells over extended time periods.
1,2 Changes of normalphenotype breast cells to cancerous-phenotype cells are affected by a series of factors, such as the local and non-native environment, lifestyle, dietary habits, and genetic inheritance, which can disrupt cells' physical characteristics, behavior, and communication pathways. 3 Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) of the breast, a noninvasive and nonobligate precursor lesion, represents a transition from normal tissue to an invasive ductal breast carcinoma (IDC) through a multifactorial process. 2, 4 According to the World Health Organization classification of breast tumors in 2012, 5 DCIS lesions could be classified as highgrade, middle-grade, and low-grade tumors, which have varying prognoses due to distinct molecular markers and genetic signatures. 6 High-grade DCIS seems to progress to IDC more rapidly and more frequently than low-grade DCIS, [7] [8] [9] whereas low-grade DCIS could be more indolent to change or might progress to certain well-differentiated types of cancer. 10 However, DCIS requires surgical locoregional treatment to avoid recurrence or progression to IDC. [11] [12] [13] Therefore, it is necessary to diagnose DCIS early by noninvasive examinational methods, especially high-grade DCIS.
Preoperatively diagnosed DCIS accounted for only 2% of breast cancers in 1980, but the proportion increased to approximately 20% in 2002 with mammographic imaging techniques. 14, 15 Microcalcification, as the main feature of DCIS, is more likely to be detected by mammography than other imaging methods, such as MR. 10, 16 However, only 50%-75% of DCIS lesions show microcalcification, 17 which are frequently misdiagnosed on mammographs, with a sensitivity of 27%-80%. 18 Recently, with the application of the Breast Imaging Reporting 
2.B | MRI protocol
MRI was performed with the patient lying in the prone position, by using a four-channel bilateral breast coil that covered both breasts, with a 3.0 T MRI scanner (Verio; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). All patients were examined using DCE-MRI and IVIM-DWI sequences. The parameters of the sequence were The modified Tofts model was used in postprocessing of DCE-MRI, with the following equations:
where C t (t) is the concentration of the agent in the voxel at time t, while C p is the concentration of the agent in the plasma volume. V e is the proportional volume of the extravascular extracellular distribution space (EES). K trans is the volume transfer constant between the plasma and EES. V p is the proportional blood plasma volume. K ep is the diffusion rate constant EES to plasma.
The following biexponential (IVIM) equation was used: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were drawn and the accuracy of parameters that yielded significance differences was selected by using the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Z-tests were performed with the ROC of each parameter by using MedCalc statistical software, and the diagnostic value of each parameter was With mass enhancement, most benign lesions had relatively regular shapes and smooth margins, while most DCIS lesions had small lobulated shapes and irregular margins. In the NMLE, regular ring-enhancement was seen in inflammatory lesions, while a clustered distribution was mostly seen in DCIS.
2.D | Statistical analysis
T
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The mass enhancement Fig. 5(a-b) ].
3.B.2 | Comparison of parameters among different DCIS grades
No obvious differences in K trans , K ep , V e , and V p (in DCE-MRI), and D, f, and D* (in IVIM) values of lesions were found, indicating different DCIS grades (Table 3) .
3.B.3 | Diagnostic efficiency test of parameters
ROC curves were used to evaluate the diagnostic efficiency of parameters between DCIS and benign lesions [ Table 4 , Fig. 6 ]. All
AUCs of K trans , K ep , and D exceeded 85%, and all of the sensitivity and specificity values were >80%. The cutoff value of every diagnostic parameter calculated on generating ROC curves is listed in 
3.B.4 | Comparison of diagnostic efficiency among parameters
There was a statistical difference in AUC only between the parameter D and the combined indicator of K trans , K ep , and D (Z = 2.408, P = 0.016). And there were no significant differences in diagnostic efficiency among other parameters (Table 5 ).
| DISCUSSION
DCIS is defined as a malignant proliferation of ductal cells of the breast that does not invade through the basal membrane. However, some high-grade DCIS lesions could lead to life-threatening invasive breast cancers if it is left untreated. 26 Because DCIS lesions are precancerous rather than malignant lesions, they lack the typical manifestations of invasive ductal carcinoma and then it is difficult to Breast MRI is used preoperatively with increasing frequency in women with DCIS, where it has shown high sensitivity for detection, especially in cases of high-grade lesions. 10 In our study, most middle-and high-grade DCIS lesions were NMLE, which was consistent with Greenwood's standpoint that most DCIS lesions manifested NMLE in enhanced MRI. 27 Due to the lack of typical morphological features of malignant lesions in DCIS, and its misinterpretation as benign lesions, 28 DCIS lesions with NMLE distributions must be distinguished from adenosis, mammary ductal dysplasia, and inflammation during the early background parenchymal enhancement of the breast; DCIS lesions with mass enhancement must be differentiated from fibroadenoma, mammary ductal dysplasia, and intraductal papilloma. DCE-MRI and IVIM-DWI are two appropriate functional MRI methods that can be used to distinguish DCIS from benign lesions.
The routine DCE-MRI sequence, which involved flash three-dimensional FS T1WI with a period of 90 s, had high spatial resolution that allowed observation of morphological features, but it was difficult to identify DCIS and benign lesions. In our study, the DCE-MRI sequence, involving vibe FS T1WI with a period of 8 s, had a very high temporal resolution and allowed quantitative kinetic enhancement analysis through pharmacokinetic modeling. Pharmacokinetic 37 , probably because of differences between studied samples.
An indicator that combined K trans , K ep , and D had a higher diagnostic efficiency than any single parameter. Therefore, combining the DCE-MRI and IVIM-DWI methods could increase the accuracy of DCIS diagnosis, which was consistent with the study by Ma in terms of the diagnosis of breast tumors. 38 Statistical analysis showed that, there was no significant difference in diagnostic efficiency among the combined index, K trans , K ep , and D, except for the diagnostic efficiencies of the combined index and D. As a DWI method, IVIM-DWI had some value in diagnosing DCIS, although the ability to identify DCIS and IDS was weaker than that of the combined index. 39 There were some limitations in our study. The number of cases was relatively small, and the interpretability of the results was limited. The differences in parameters among lower-grade, high-grade, and middle-grade DCIS have not been proven conclusively because of the limited numbers of cases. Despite these limitations, our results suggested that DCE-MRI and IVIM-DWI could contribute to the diagnosis of DCIS.
| CONCLUSION
In summary, our study showed significant differences in K trans and K ep of DCE-MRI, and D of IVIM between DCIS and benign lesions.
DCE-MRI and IVIM-DWI were helpful for the early diagnosis of DCIS, which could prevent a missed diagnosis of DCIS, and overtreatment of benign lesions as well.
